Understanding the effect of inhomogeneity on the charge regulation and dielectric properties, and how it depends on the conformational characteristics of the macromolecules is a long-standing problem. In order to address this problem, we have developed a field-theory to study charge regulation and local dielectric function in planar polyelectrolyte brushes. The theory is used to study a polyacid brush, which is comprised of chains end-grafted at the solid-fluid interface, in equilibrium with a bulk solution containing monovalent salt ions, solvent molecules and pH controlling acid. In particular, we focus on the effects of the concentration of added salt and pH of the bulk in determining the local charge and dielectric function. Our theoretical investigations reveal that the dipole moment of the ion-pairs formed as a result of * To whom any correspondence should be addressed, Email : kumarr@ornl.gov 2 counterion adsorption on the chain backbones play a key role in affecting the local dielectric function. For polyelectrolytes made of monomers having dipole moments lower than the solvent molecules, dielectric decrement is predicted inside the brush region. However, the formation of ion-pairs (due to adsorption of counterions coming from the dissociation of added salt) more polar than the solvent molecules is shown to increase the magnitude of the dielectric function with respect to its bulk value.
counterion adsorption on the chain backbones play a key role in affecting the local dielectric function. For polyelectrolytes made of monomers having dipole moments lower than the solvent molecules, dielectric decrement is predicted inside the brush region. However, the formation of ion-pairs (due to adsorption of counterions coming from the dissociation of added salt) more polar than the solvent molecules is shown to increase the magnitude of the dielectric function with respect to its bulk value.
Furthermore, an increase in the bulk salt concentration is shown to increase the local charge inside the brush region.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polyelectrolyte brushes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have been used extensively in the development of stimulisensitive materials due to their ultra-sensitive response to different stimuli such as pH, temperature, solvent etc. A fundamental understanding of the effect of each of these stimuli on the brush properties is highly desirable for a number of technologies. Extensive research [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] aimed at elucidating the effect of different experimental variables on the response of polyelectrolyte brushes has been conducted. However, in general, dielectric properties of polyelectrolytes [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] elude a clear understanding and are rarely studied using rigorous theoretical tools.
Classic literature on the dielectric function [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] mainly deals with the small molecules randomly distributed in space, constituting a spatially homogeneous medium. For a spatially uniform medium, in the absence of explicit charges, the dielectric function also turns out to be invariant in space and hence, the words "dielectric constant" are used in place of "dielectric function". For a single charge in a polar medium, it has been shown [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] that the dielectric function depends on the distance from the charge. The dielectric function is lowest next to the charge and monotonically approaches the dielectric constant of the medium. This effect is known as the dielectric saturation effect [28] resulting from the strong electric field next to the charge, which vanishes with an increase in the distance from the charge, reaching zero in the bulk.
The dielectric saturation effect has been shown [28] to be responsible for the dielectric decrement when trace amounts of electrolytes like sodium chloride are added to polar solvents such as water. In particular, a linear dependence of the dielectric decrement on the in section III. Numerical results are presented in section IV, and section V contains our conclusions.
II. THEORY
We consider a planar polyelectrolyte brush formed by n mono-disperse flexible polyacid chains (such as poly(methacrylic acid)), each having N Kuhn segments of length l. The chains are assumed to be uniformly grafted onto an uncharged substrate so that the grafting density (defined as the number of chains per square nanometer) is σ (see Fig. 1 ). For the field theoretical analysis [42, 43] described in this work, each polyelectrolyte chain is represented by a continuous curve of length Nl, and an arc variable t is used to represent any segment along the backbone so that t ∈ [0, N]. t = 0 corresponds to the grafted end and t = N represents the other end. To keep track of different grafted chains, subscript α is used so that t α represents the contour variable along the backbone of α th chain. In the following, we use the notation R α (t α ) to represent the position vector for a particular segment,t α , along the α th chain.
Counterion adsorption on the chains is studied using a two-state model. In this model, the entire population of counterions is divided based on whether they are "free" or "adsorbed".
As the label implies, the "free" counterions are free to sample the whole space, while the "adsorbed" counterions have less translational degrees of freedom and are bound to the chains. In other words, each segment of a chain can be in either uncharged or charged state. The adsorbed counterions/uncharged segments are treated as "point" dipoles. For each uncharged segment t α along the α th chain, an electric dipole of moment (in units of electronic charge, e) p α (t α ) is assigned. Similarly, each solvent molecule is assigned an electric dipole moment and we use the notation p k to represent the dipole moment of the k th solvent molecule. Interactions between the charged and uncharged species are taken into account by ion-dipole potentials.
In this work, we focus on the effects of "permanent dipole moments" and don't allow variations in the magnitude of the electric dipole moments. However, we allow the dipoles to be aligned depending on the local electric field. The physical origin of these electric dipoles is the difference in electronegativities of the atoms constituting the dissociable group along the backbone. For example, acetic acid has a dipole moment of 1.7 Debye [44] . It is well-known [28] [29] [30] [31] that finite polarizability of molecules leads to an enhancemnet of net electric dipole moments. We plan to include these effects in future work.
FIG. 1: Schematic of a planar polyelectrolyte brush containing monodisperse chains in equilibrium
with an electrolyte solution (not shown explicitly here). The polyelectrolyte chains are modeled as continuous curves containing charges (represented by red dots) and electric dipoles (represented by arrows) resulting from counterion adsorption. The pH regulating electrolyte solution is assumed to contain two kinds of counterions resulting into two kinds of dipoles on the chains.
We assume that the brush is in equilibrium with a bulk solution whose pH is controlled by the use of a buffer containing an acid and the precise concentrations of protons, H + , cations from the added salt, B + , and anions, A − , which result from the dissociation of the acid, water molecules (protons and hydroxyl ions) and the salt, are known. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the anions coming from the acid, water molecules and the salt are indistinguishable. Generalization of the theory presented here to take into account the specificity of anions is straightforward. However, we consider the specificity of cations (counterions for the brush) to study the effects of dipole moments of different kinds of ionpairs and competitive counterion adsorption. Physically, H + originates from the dissociation of acidic sites on the polyelectrolytes, protonation of water molecules and the acid (for pH in space, where electrostatic potential and densities are spatially independent. One should not confuse the region just outside the brush region as the "bulk", because the electrostatic potential may be inhomogeneous even in monomer-free regions.
The theory is developed in the Canonical ensemble and the equilibrium with the bulk solution is considered by equating the chemical potentials of different components in the inhomogeneous brush and the homogeneous bulk solution. For the theoretical treatment carried out in the Canonical ensemble, we assume that there are n γ ions of kind
The number of counterions in the "free" and "adsorbed" states are represented by superscripts f and a, respectively. Overall, the system is electroneutral and local electroneutrality is assumed for the bulk solution. To keep track of different kinds of ions, we define Z γ as the valency (with sign) of the charged species γ = H + , B + , A − , p, where the subscript p represents the polymers. For monovalent ions, |Z γ | = 1 and for a polyacid,
Following the mathematical procedure presented in Appendices A and B, we can write the partition function for the polyelectrolyte brushes as
where
and F a contains contributions coming from the adsorbed counterions. Explicitly, it is given by (see Appendix B)
In writing Eq. 3, we have defined an equilibrium constant, K H + , for the dissociation of acidic groups on the polyelectrolyte chains by the thermodynamic relation [45] 
where µ is the chemical potential (in units of k B T , the Boltzmann constant times the absolute temperature) and superscript o represents the limit of infinite dilution. Similarly, we have defined another equilibrium constant K B + for the binding of the counterions from the salt by the relation
Here, Q γ , Q s and Q pα are the normalized partition functions for a small ion of type γ, solvent molecule, and α th grafted chain, respectively, given by
and
where r α is the position vector for the grafted end of the α th chain.
In these equations, ψ(r) is the collective field introduced to decouple electrostatic interactions and it is the equivalent to the electrostatic potential. w p (r), w s (r) are the fields introduced to decouple short range interactions modeled by the Edwards' delta functional approach [42, 43] . ρ p (r) is the collective density variable. The Edwards' approach for using a delta function potential to model short range interactions along with the local incompressibility constraint naturally leads to appearance of the parameter χ ps in the theory, defined in terms of excluded volume parameters w pp , w ss and w ps in Appendix B.
Also, l Bo = e 2 /ǫ o k B T is the Bjerrum length in vacuum, where e is the charge on an electron and ǫ o being the permittivity of vacuum. Ω is the total volume of the system and p s = |p k | is the magnitude of the dipole moment of each solvent molecule. ρ po and ρ so are the densities of pure polymers and solvent, respectively, and Ξ is a normalizing factor defined in the Appendix B. The function ψ p appearing in Eq. 4 is given by (see Appendix B)
where β γ ′ , γ ′ = H + , B + are the variational parameters characterizing the extent of counterion adsorption of type γ ′ on the polyelectrolyte chains. These parameters need to be determined by the minimization of the free energy of the system. Furthermore, p γ ′ is the magnitude of the dipole moment of an ion-pair formed by the adsorption of counterion of type γ ′ .
In the next section, we present the implications of the dipolar interactions on the properties of planar polyelectrolyte brushes in equilibrium with a solution containing monovalent salt.
III. PLANAR POLYELECTROLYTE BRUSH IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH A SOLUTION BATH
A. Saddle-point approximation
An inhomogenous polyelectrolyte brush in equilibrium with a salty solution can be studied using the saddle-point approximation [43] . The approximation evaluates the functional integrals over the fields by the value of the integrand at the saddle-point. Optimizing the Hamiltonian given by Eq. 4 with respect to w p , w s , ρ p and ψ, respectively, we obtain
where n γ = n f γ ′ for γ = H + , B + . In other words, only the "free" counterions appear in Eq.
12. Furthermore, the effective Bjerrum length in Eq. 12 is given by
It is worth noting that the functional form of the field dependent dielectric function in Eq.
18 is qualitatively similar to the expression derived in the classic papers by Onsager [29] and Booth [31, 32] . Noting thatL(x) decreases with an increase in x and sinh x/x (appearing in p ⋆ γ ′ , cf. Eq. 16) increases with an increase in x, the local field can lead to dielectric decrement or increment depending on the relative strength of these counteracting effects.
In other words, the first effect (also arising in the Langevin-Debye model [28] and known as the dielectric saturation effect) tends to lower the dielectric function. On the other hand, the second effect resulting from the counterion adsorption tend to increase it. An important insight into the effect of electric dipoles on the thermodynamics of the polyelectrolyte brushes is obtained if one considers the weak coupling limit for the electric dipoles (i.e., the limit of weak dipoles or weak local electric fields) so that
In these limits we can either use the approximation ln [sin x/x] ≃ −x 2 /6 in the expression for the partition function or L(x) → x/3 for x → 0 in Eq. 14. Using either of the approximations, it can be shown that the electric dipoles renormalize the Bjerrum length of the medium by the relation
This allows us to write ǫ(r) = ǫ p φ p (r) + ǫ s φ s (r), where φ p (r) = ρ ⋆ p (r)/ρ po and φ s (r) = 1 − ρ ⋆ p (r)/ρ po are the volume fractions of the monomers and solvent molecules, respectively. Also, ǫ p and ǫ s are the dielectric constants of the pure components, given by
In other words, the linear mixing rule based on the volume fractions can be used to estimate the local dielectric function of the medium in the weak-coupling limit.
Furthermore, by optimizing the Hamiltonian given by Eq. 4 with respect to the variational parameter β H + , we obtain state. In the next section, we present the details about the treatment of grafted ends in the theory.
The functional derivative of the chain partition function with an end grafted at R α (0) = r α on the substrate allows us to write Eq. 9 as
whereq(r, N − t) satisfies
with the conditionq(r, 0) = 1 for t ′ = N − t = 0. Similarly, q rα (r, t) satisfies the same equation but with the initial condition q rα (r, 0) = δ(r − r α ).
Noting that the denominator in Eq. 21 is independent of t, Muller [46] has developed an efficient algorithm to solve these equations in three dimensional space. Following Muller, we choose t = 0 for the denominator in Eq. 21 and use the initial conditions for q andq to write Eq. 21 as
Here, dr 2d is the integral over the grafting points. The later transformation to go from a discrete sum over all the chains to the quadrature over the grafting points is strictly valid in the thermodynamic limit so that n → ∞, A(=area of the grafting plane) → ∞ and σ = n/A is finite. Due to the linear relation betweenq and q rα ,q also satisfies Eq. 22, but with the initial conditionq
where we have written r α = {x α , y α , δ} in Cartesian co-ordinates so that δ → 0 is the parameter used to put the anchoring point at an infinitesimal distance above the substrate.
The above transformation also allows us to write the sum over the chain partition functions in the Hamiltonian (cf. Eq. 4) in a manageable form, given by
The last expression is valid in the special case whenq(r, N) is a function of the distance from the substrate i.e., in the absence of lateral inhomogeneities. We call this particular case the one-dimensional brush because the densities of different components are dependent only on the distance from the substrate. This is the case for high grafting densities in good solvents.
C. Free energy with respect to the salty solution
For a polyelectrolyte brush in equilibrium with a solution containing monovalent salt, we have to equate the chemical potentials of all the components that can be exchanged between the bulk solution and the brush region. Also, at equilibrium, the osmotic pressure must be the same everywhere. However, due to the incompressibility constraint, equating the chemical potentials of the salt ions and solvent molecules is sufficient to define the equilibrium state of the system. Furthermore, it is assumed that the densities of different components are known in the bulk solution and we use them as parameters in the study here.
Using the thermodynamic relation between the free energy and chemical potentials in the canonical ensemble (i.e., µ j = (∂F/∂n j ) Ω,T ), we get
for the "free" ions,
In writing the second equation on the right in Eq. 28, we have used Eq. 13 and the boundary condition that the density of the "free" ions is given by ρ γ (∞) in the bulk (designated by r → ∞). Also,
is the value of ψ ⋆ (r) in the bulk. The values of β γ ′ are determined by using Eq.
28 along with Eq. 20. An important insight into the effect of salt concentration on the charge regulation can be obtained by taking the limit of ρ ⋆ p (r) = 0 (i.e., the limit of vanishing grafting density) in Eq. 20. Taking the limit of zero monomer density in Eq. 20 and using Eq. 28, we can write
where we have defined pH of the bulk as pH = − log 10 [ρ H + (∞)] and Similarly, the chemical potential of solvent molecules is given by
Taking the homogeneous bulk solution as the reference frame, we can write the free energy at the saddle-point as
In this work, we are interested in the effect of inhomogeneities on the properties of polyelectrolyte brushes and ∆F ⋆ is the contribution to the free energy arising from the inhomogeneous distributons of fields. Because the free energy is defined with in an arbitrary constant, we subtract a constant to ensure that ∆F ⋆ = 0 in the absence of inhomogeneities. Explicitly, ∆F ⋆ is given by
D. Numerical methods
We have solved the non-linear set of equations assuming lateral homogeneity in the planar polyelectrolyte brush. For the brush in equilibrium with the solution bath, the above equations are written in dimensionless form and the direction prependicular to the grafting plane is assigned as the z axis in Cartesian coordinates. All of the quantities having dimensions of length are made dimensionless by dividing them by R go = (Nl 2 /6) 1/2 . Numerical calculations ensuring that the electric field far from the brush region approaches zero, demand a box length as high as 100R go , especially in low salt conditions such as 1 millimolar (mM).
For the highest bulk salt concentration of 100 mM, a box length of 20R go is found to be sufficient. However, the monomer density decays to zero within a distance of 10−15R go from the grafting surface for all the cases investigated in this work. Numerical results presented in this work have been obtained by taking the maximum box length of 100R go with 512 grid points.
The modified diffusion equation represented by Eq. 22 and the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (Eq. 12) have been solved by using implicit-explicit scheme known as the extrapolated gear method [47, 48] . In order to use the extrapolated gear method, we rewrite Eq. 12 in
IV. RESULTS
Although the theory is quite general, in the following we have applied it to study a brush made of chains bearing acidic groups having pK H + = 4.66, which mimics poly(methacrylic acid) [49] . The motivation behind this choice is the availability of data for the stability constants [50] of monovalent salts for this system and on-going experiments. For monovalent salts such as sodium chloride (NaCl) and lithium chloride (LiCl), it is found [50, 51] that pK N a + ≃ pK Li + = 0.28. Furthermore, we present the results for p H + = 0.035nm ≡ 1.7
Debye and p s = 0.1003nm ≡ 4.8 Debye mimicking weakly acidic groups such as methacrylic acid [44] and water, respectively, at the room temperature. The temperature is fixed in the calculations by the choice of l Bo = 56nm, which corresponds to room temperature.
The choice of p s = 0.1003 nm is motivated by the fact that the dielectric constant of water is 80 at room temperature. Note that the value of p s chosen for the numerical work here is little higher than the actual dipole moment of water (= 1.85 Debye in the gas phase [44] ). The origin of this lies in the neglect of hydrogen bonding and induced dipole moment effects in the theory. Overcoming this limitation of the theory is an interesting direction for future research. Also, we have taken l = 0.3103 nm, which corresponds to ρ so = ρ po = 1/l 3 ≡ 1g/cm 3 i.e., the density of water at room temperature. Note that the choice of l = 0.3103 nm is also close to the Kuhn segment length [53] of poly(methacrylic acid). We have solved the equations at the saddle-point in three dimensional space for N = 100 and our preliminary studies show that a grafting density of σR A. Effects of the bulk salt concentration
Monomer density profiles, charge regulation and the dielectric function
In Fig. 2 we present the results obtained for the polyacidic brushes when the bulk salt concentration,c s = ρ B + (∞), is varied. These results correspond to bulk pH = 5 and pK B + → −∞ so that counterions coming from the salt don't adsorb on the chains.
Monomer density profiles ( Fig. 2(a) ) show a depletion zone near the substrate, which is an outcome of using Dirichlet boundary conditions for the chain propagator at the substrate and a delta function as the initial condition. These boundary conditions correspond to a non-adsorbing and highly repulsive substrate. Also, the monomer density profiles approach zero around z/R go = 6 − 10, depending on the bulk salt concentration. Furthermore, the maxima in the monomer density profiles decreases in magnitude with an increase in the bulk salt concentration. In other words, the height of the brush as manifest in the total extent of the chains increases with an increase in the bulk salt concentration. This is an outcome of an increase in the local charge inside the brush as the bulk salt concentration increases, which is reflected in Fig. 2(c) .
The monomer density profiles affect the dielectric function in a significant manner as shown in Fig. 2(b) . First, it is worth noting that the dielectric function closely follows the monomer density and a dielectric decrement is observed inside the brush region. The dielectric decrement is an outcome of the fact that the acidic groups on the chains are less polar than the solvent (p H + < p s ). The actual magnitude of the local dielectric function depends on the local density, electric field, temperature and the dipole moment of ion-pairs.
In this work, we have fixed the temperature at room temperature by choosing l Bo = 56 nm.
In the region far from the grafting plane where the monomer density is zero, a dielectric constant of 80 is obtained, representing solvent rich areas. Inside the brush, the dielectric decrement is as high as 30, and it is seen that the dielectric decrement decreases with an increase in the bulk salt concentration. The decrease in the dielectric decrement is a result of a decrease in the local monomer density due to an increase in the local charge, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . From Fig. 2 (c) it is found that the probability of finding a monomer in the charged state (β ⋆ (z)) is higher in the bulk solution and decreases inside the brush region followed by an increase in the depletion zone near the substrate. This is in agreement with the fact that the degree of ionization of polyelectrolytes decreases with an increase in monomer density [41] .
Also, comparing the results from the calculations for different bulk salt concentrations, it is clear that the magnitude of β ⋆ (z) increases with an increase in the bulk salt concentration.
In other words, extent of charging of the polyelectrolyte chains increases with an increase in the bulk salt concentrations. This is a result of the decrease in the electrostatic potential with an increase in the bulk salt concentration (Fig. 2 (d) ), which leads to a shift in pK H + (Eq. 20). Similar effects of the salt concentration on the charge regulation are observed in recent theoretical calculations [16] and experiments [40] .
The non-monotonic behavior of the probability of finding a monomer in the charged state is closely related to the non-monotonic behavior of the electrostatic potential as shown in Fig. 2 (d) . It is observed that the electrostatic potential is negative everywhere for the polyacidic brush and approaches zero as far as z/R go = 50 for the cases where the monomer density approaches zero at z/R go ∼ 6 − 10 (cf. Fig. 2 (a) ). This long-range behavior of the electrostatic potential complicates the numerical investigation of the strongly charged polyelectrolyte brushes in the absence of salt. We haven't extended the study to salt-free strongly charged polyelectrolyte brushes precisely because of this reason. However, we expect the results to be qualitatively similar.
Inside the brush region (i.e., z/R go < 6 − 10 depending on the bulk salt concentration), the electrostatic potential closely follows the monomer density profiles (compare Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (d)). The minima in the electrostatic potential corresponds to the maxima in the monomer density profiles and inside the depletion zone, the magnitude of the electrostatic potential decreases due to a decrease in the monomer number density. An increase in the bulk salt concentration leads to an increase in the local degree of charging (β ⋆ (z)) and the electrostatic potential also increases in magnitude, as seen in Fig. 2 (d) .
Counterion and coion distribution
Figs. behind a lower number density of co-ions inside the brush region compared to the bulk solution as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
The magnitudes of the electrostatic attraction and repulsion for the monomer-counterion and monomer-co-ion pairs, respectively, are related to the electrostatic potential profiles shown in Fig. 2(d) . The non-monotonic behavior of the electrostatic potential manifests in the counterion and co-ion density profiles. Furthermore, the strength of these interactions is modulated by a change in the bulk salt concentration. For example, an increase in the bulk salt concentration leads to an increase in the degree of charging of monomers (β ⋆ (z)) and electrostatic potential (ψ ⋆ (z)), and increases the effect of electrostatic attractions and repulsions, as seen in Fig. 3 .
At this point, we comment on an important issue not considered in this work. We note that non-trivial effects such as the partitioning of small ions based on the ion solvation energy are not taken into account. However, we can infer the effects of solvation energy by the fact that solvation energy of small ions (within Born's theory [44] ) is inversely proportional to the dielectric constant. This, in turn, means that the ions prefer regions of higher dielectric functions over regions of low dielectric functions. In the case of the co-ions inside a polyelectrolyte brush showing dielectric decrement, this effect works in synergy with the electrostatic repulsion between the monomers and the ions. In contrast, in the case of the counterions, the solvation effect counteracts the electrostatic attraction between the monomers and the coions. Depending on the relative strength of these counteracting effects, the counterion density may show a non-monotonic behavior when the solvation effects are taken into account. However, treatment of the solvation energy of charges on the chains complicates the analysis and this important direction of research is reserved for future work.
B. Effects of the competitive counterion adsorption This effect is observed in Fig. 4 (c) for finite monomer density at c s = 50, 100 mM, where the bulk value of β ⋆ (z) decreases with an increase in the bulk salt concentration.
In other words, an increase in the bulk salt concentrations causes the counterion adsorption equilibrium to shift toward an increase in the adsorption of the counterions from the salt at the expense of dissociation of protons. Due to the fact that ion-pairs formed due to the adsorption of counterions from the salt are more polar than the native acid groups, the dielectric function is also affected by the shift in the counterion adsorption equilibrium. 
C. Effects of the pH of the bulk solution
It is well-known that an increase in pH of the bulk solution leads to an increase in the charge on poly(acid) chains. This, in turn, means that there are more sites for the adsorption of counterions from the salt. In Fig. 6 , we present the results of calculations where dielectric increment is observed due to the replacement of less polar acidic groups by more polar ion-pairs. From Figs. 6(a) and 6(c), it is clear that both the height of poly(acid) brushes and local charge increase with an increase in pH of the bulk solution. Furthermore, the electrostatic potential increases in magnitude as the bulk pH increases. However, the dielectric function inside the brush region is greater than that of the bulk for pH = 6, 7 in contrast to being lower for the other pH values. As mentioned earlier, this is a direct outcome of salt ion adsorption onto the chains.
An increase in the local charge with an increase in the bulk pH affects the counterion and co-ion density profiles, as shown in Fig. 7 . An increase in the local charge leads to an increase in the electrostatic potential, which manifests as an increase in the counterion density profiles and as a decrease in the co-ion density profiles. 
D. Importance of non-linear effects
To highlight the importance of non-linear effects such as the dependence of the dielectric function on the local field and charge, we have compared our results with two approaches based on the assumption that the weak-coupling limit is valid independent of the coupling strength, determined by p γ ′ |∇ r ψ ⋆ (r)|. In particular, we have compared (Fig. 8 ) the dielectric function predicted using the non-linear theory described herein with the behaviors expected from linear mixing rule for the dielectric function, which is shown to be valid in the weak coupling limit (cf. Eq. 19). Also, to highlight the importance of non-linear effects on the charge regulation and, in turn, on the dielectric function, we have compared the results obtained by calculating β H + and β B + using either Eq. 20 (from the full non-linear theory) or Eqs. 29 -30, strictly valid in the limit of zero monomer density. These two approaches for the computation of dielectric function based on different estimates for β H + and β B + in the weak coupling limit are termed as WCLC (weak coupling limit with charge regulation) and WCLD (weak coupling limit in dilute regime), respectively. Note that the computations of the dielectric function in the WCLC and WCLD methods are done after solving the SCFT equations for the full non-linear theory. In case, the non-linear effects are insignificant, the results obtained from the three methods (i.e., WCLC,WCLD and the full non-linear theory) should be identical.
As seen from in Fig. 6(b) . Fig. 8(b) ), there are noticeable differences between the dielectric functions predicted by the different approaches. In particular, comparing the dielectric functions obtained from the WCLC and WCLD methods in Fig. 8(b) , it is evident that the non-linear effects on charge regulation (arising from finite monomer density, cf. Eq. 20) play an important role.
Furthermore, additional contributions arising from non-linear dependence of the dielectric function on the local field also play a significant role. These effects lead to a maximum difference of ∼ 5 in the dielectric function, as seen in Fig. 8(b) . The non-linear effects are the most significant in cases where the charged groups are fully dissociated such as when the brush is in a solution at pH = 7, which is shown in Fig. 8(c) . In this case, the nonlinear theory predicts a dielectric increment inside the brush, which is in striking contrast to the dielectric decrement predicted by the WCLC and WCLD methods. The origin of this discrepancy lies in the neglect of the dependence of local dipolar density (p ⋆ γ ′ (z)) on the local field in the WCLC and WCLD methods. The dipolar density increases with an increase in the coupling strength (p γ ′ |∇ r ψ ⋆ (r)|) as seen from Eq. 16. However, the nonlinear effects are not significant far from the brush regime where p γ ′ |∇ r ψ ⋆ (r)| → 0 and the results obtained using the three different methods are the same, as expected.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied planar polyelectrolyte brushes (made of end-tethered poly(acid) chains)
in equilibrium with an electrolyte solution using field theory. We have focused on the quantitative description of the charge regulation and local dielectric function. Although the theory is quite general, in this work we have studied the effects of salt concentration and pH of the bulk assuming a laterally homogeneous brush. In addition, the effects of competitive counterion adsorption are studied by allowing the salt ions to form ion-pairs by adsorption onto the charged monomers.
The dipole moment of the ion-pairs is shown to significantly affect the dielectric function.
For the poly(acid) chains bearing groups less polar than the solvent, the dielectric function inside the brush region is predicted to be lower than the bulk solution in the absence of adsorption of any salt ions. However, the formation of ion-pairs, generally, more polar than the solvent molecules, is shown to increase the dielectric function inside the brush in comparison to the bulk solution. Comparison of the theory taking into account dependence of the dielectric function on the local field and charge regulation (non-linear effects) with other approaches treating dielectric function by the linear mixing rules reveals that the nonlinear effects are significant and must be taken into account in order to predict qualitatively correct behavior (such as the dielectric increment inside the brush) in charged systems.
Furthermore, it is shown that local charge inside the brush region shows non-monotonic behavior. The local charge inside the brush region increases with an increase in the bulk salt concentration. However, the counterion adsorption equilibrium shifts from protons to the salt ions with an increase in the salt concentration. Counterion and co-ion densities are predicted to be higher and lower, respectively, in comparison with their bulk value.
We also comment on an important assumption used in the theory. We have ignored the effects of "induced" dipole moments, which have been shown to enhance net dipole moment [29] . Ignoring this induction effect is a reasonable first step before developing a more comprehensive theory to treat the dielectric response of flexible macromolecules. In the future, we plan to overcome this limitation of the theory by extending the field theoretical method developed here.
Finally, it is understood that the dielectric function has an intricate relation with the solvation [44, [54] [55] [56] [57] of charges. Classic work by Born [44] directly relates the solubility of charged molecules into solvents of different dielectric constants and predicts the partitioning of salt ions based on their valency and radii. In the literature it has been shown that the solvation of ions can lead to non-trivial and counter-intutive results. For example, salt induced stabilization of the ordered morphologies in the mixtures of small molecules [58] [59] [60] [61] is shown to be an outcome of the asymmetric [56, 62, 63] solvation of the cations and anions.
The theoretical treatment presented here employs the saddle-point approximation for point ions and dipoles. Thus, the theory in the current form is unable to capture effects such as asymmetric solvation of ions based on their radii. However, the theory can be extended to finite size ions by using a soft primitive model for charges [64] [65] [66] . We plan to address this issue in a future publication. Here we present the partition function for the polyelectrolyte brushes in the presence of polar solvent molecules and small monovalent ions. Special attention is paid to the counterion adsorption and dipolar interactions. We start from a molecular description taking into account the dipolar interactions along with other short range interactions (dispersion and van der Waals). In order to cast theory in a field theoretical language, we rewrite the partition function in a form suitable for mathematical transformations. In this work, we consider polyelectrolyte brushes made of n mono-disperse end-tethered chains, each containing N Kuhn segments.
Following Edward's work [42] , we represent a polyelectrolyte chain in the brush by a continuous curve R(t) of length Nl, l being the Kuhn segment length and t is the arc variable representing any point on the curve lying in the range (0, N). To keep track of different chains, subscript α is used so that t α represents the contour variable along the backbone of α th chain. Also, the position vector for a particular segment,t α , is written as
In the following, subscripts p, s and γ are used to represent monomers, solvent molecules and the small ions, respectively. Three different kinds of small ions are considered here and unless specified, γ = H + , B + and A − represents protons, cations from the salt and anions, respectively, as described in the main text. In this work, we study negatively charged (or polyacidic chains) chains and specificity of the cations is taken into account to study the effects of different binding energies of the cations. For the treatment shown below, we assume that local incompressiblity condition is satisfied. Treating all the small ions as point-like, the incompressiblity condition allows us to write the total volume as Ω = nN/ρ po + n s /ρ so where ρ po and ρ so are the bulk monomer and solvent densities, respectively. Also, we use the notation l 3 ≡ 1/ρ po and r k represents the position vector of k th small molecule like solvent molecules and small ions.
Furthermore, counterion adsorption on the polyelectrolyte chains is taken into account using a two-state model. Segments along the chains can be either in charged or in uncharged state. To describe the two states, another arc length variable, θ α (t α ), is introduced, which enumerates the state of charging of the segment,t α on α th chain. For the analysis here, θ α (t α ) = 0 means t α is a neutral site and θ α (t α ) = 1 represents a fully charged site along the backbone. Like the average over all of the possible conformations in the theories of neutral polymers, we need to average over all of the possible charge distributions along the chains.
We represent the average over θ α (t α ) by symbol {θα} (· · ·) , which expicitly means
Here, P [θ α ] is the probability distribution function for the variable θ α , which must satisfy
] is the number of indistinguishable ways in which θ α can be distributed among nN sites for a fixed number of charged sites.
Υ [θ α (t α )] takes into account the entropy of distribution of charged sites.
Like the segments, the counterions are also divided into two sets. One set of counterions is "free" to explore the whole space and has translational degrees of freedom. The other set is "adsorbed" on the backbone (ion-pairs) and behave as electric dipoles. Number of counterions in "free" and "adsorbed" states are taken to be n f γ and n a γ , respectively, for γ = H + , B + . In this work, we treat the ion-pairs as point electric dipoles for the development of an understanding of dielectric function. In the following, the dipole moment along the α th chain backbone is written as by vector, p α (t α ). Similarly, p k represents the dipole moment of the k th solvent molecule.
Using the notations described above, the partition function (Z) for a polyelectrolyte brush can be written as
N tα=0 dp α (t α ) 1
The Hamiltonian in Eq. A-2 is written by taking into account the contributions coming from the chain connectivity (given by H 0 in Eq. A-3 below), the short ranged dispersion Explicitly, contributions from the chain connectivity are given by:
which is the well-known Wiener measure for a flexible polymer chain. Furthermore, H w {R α , R α ′ } takes into account the energetic contributions coming from short range dispersion interactions between segments of chains indexed as α and α ′ located at R α and R α ′ , respectively. Following Edwards's formulation [42] for a flexible chain, we model these interactions by delta functional/point interactions, which allows us to write
Here, w pp , w ss and w ps are the well-known excluded volume parameters describing the strength of interactions between p − p, s − s and p − s pairs, respectively. Also,ρ p (r) and ρ s (r) represent the microscopic number density of the monomers and the solvent molecules, respectively, at a certain location r defined aŝ
Electrostatic contributions to the Hamiltonian arising from the dipole-dipole interactions can be written by considering finite/real dipoles first and then systematically approaching the limit of point dipoles so that the dipole length goes to zero and the charge increases keeping the dipole moment finite. For real dipoles, we can explicitly add the Coulomb interaction energies between the charges at the ends of dipoles on the α th polyelectrolyte chain and solvent molecules. The magnitude of the charges (in units of electronic charge, e) at the end of dipoles on the chains and solvent molecules are written as Z pk and Z sk , respectively so that k = ± and Z p+ = −Z p− , Z s+ = −Z s− . For the dipoles located on the polyelectrolyte chains, we consider their centers to lie on the chain backbone, and the dipolar axes along the vector p α (t α ). Summing over all the dipoles, we obtain the dipoledipole interaction energy as
′ dp dp
where The electrostatic terms, written for "finite" electric dipoles, can be written in a simplified form, if we consider the limit of "point" dipoles so that the length of the dipoles approaches zero. Also, as mentioned earlier, for the electric dipoles, Z p+ = −Z p− = Z p and Z s+ = whereρ e (r) = γ Z γργ (r) + Z pρpe (r) is the local charge density. Also,P ave (r ′ ) = dpP (r, p)p, is a vectorial quantity so thatP (r, p) =ρ p (r, p) +ρ s (r, p) is local dipole density at r with the dipole moment p. Such an expression for the electrostatic contributions resulting from polarization was proposed by Marcus [67] and Felderhof [68] . Furthermore, statistical mechanical studies have been carried out for small molecules [69] [70] [71] using this expression for the electrostatics in the free energy.
Note that the electrostatic terms written above depends on the arc length variable θ α (t α ).
This variable also determines the energetic contributions of counterion adsorption on the backbone, written as E {θ α } in Eq. A-2. Noting that the dissociable groups on the chains have to dissociate first for the salt ions to adsorb, it is written as E {θ α } = (nN − n respectively. Such a model of counterion adsorption was developed in the classic paper by
Harris and Rice [72] .
APPENDIX B : Field theory for polyelectrolyte brushes : annealed charge distribution The probability distribution, P , needs to be determined self-consistently by the minimization of the free energy and must satisfy the relation D [θ α (t α )] P [θ α (t α )] = 1. In this work, we take a variational ansatz for P and write it as Such a distribution is called "annealed" distribution in the literature [73] [74] [75] . The use of Eq. B-1 for the probability distribution the charged sites on the chain backones simplifies the subsequent analysis. Using Eq. B-1, we can write Eq. A-2 in field theoretic form. We start from the electrostatic contribution to the partition function, which is given by Eq. A-14, and use the Hubbard-Statonovich transformation [43] 
